[Ablative therapy in kidney cancer: Indications].
Ablative therapies (AT) in kidney cancer are rising. It's important to evaluate the situation of this therapy. The aim of this study is to identify the best indications for AT treatment for kidney cancer. Review of literature using Medline and Embase databases. Study were selected based on scientific relevance. Clinical keys centered on the best requirements to indicate ablative therapies. AT is indicated according to specific tumor and patients criteria. A good initial evaluation is essential (imaging, pathology, renal function and general condition of the patient). AT gets the best results when applied to the following tumor criteria: solid tumor, length<3cm, exophytic localization, RENAL score<8. In few cases, AT could be discussed as an alternative to the reference treatment, sparing surgery: life expectancy evaluated between 3 and 7 years, chronic renal failure or single kidney, transplanted kidney, familial tumors. AT can be used in first line, post-surgery after local recurrence or for distant metastasis. Like every other innovative technic, indications of AT would be adjust with learning curve and cost-effectiveness. AT have to be included as a valid treatment for kidney cancer<4cm. The respect of actual indications and collection of results of AT compared to surveillance and surgery, would determinate the evolution of AT indications in the future.